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This article is a condensed version of a study published in the Journal of the American Society of Farm
Managers and Rural Appraisers (J of ASFMRA) (Zulauf and Kim). It compares return and risk from
storing corn vs. soybeans at the US market level. Motivations for the study are the increasing role of
storage in marketing with the return of corn and soybean surpluses and the concern that storage is less
profitable for soybeans than corn in the US. Concern particularly exists when storing beyond the South
American soybean harvest (Frechette, for example). Return and risk to storing soybeans and corn are
generally found to be similar. The few exceptions all favor soybeans, not corn.
Previous Studies
Five previous studies have examined returns to storing both corn and soybeans. Paul found average per
bushel per year return to binspace of 1.6 cents for corn vs. -9.4 cents for soybeans. In contrast, Johnson
found average per bushel net return of around 5 cents for corn but 60 cents for soybeans from storing at
commercial facilities. Frechette also concludes (page 1117) “corn storage is much less well rewarded by
the market” than soybean storage. Kastens and Dhuyvetter find the storage basis signal performs
differently for corn and soybeans. For example, per bushel profit of unhedged storage increased 27 cents
for soybeans but declined 17 cents for corn when decisions were based on deferred futures, a 3-year
historical basis, and commercial storage rates. In the most recent study, Bektemirova (page 68)
concludes “Results for soybean hedged and un-hedged storage strategies are dramatically different from
corn results.” While each study finds returns to storing corn and soybeans differ, none test for statistical
significance.
Procedures
Return and risk to storing corn and soybeans are examined for the two most common types of storage:
cash storage and storage hedged with a short futures position that is offset when the stored crop is sold
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in the cash market. More dynamic storage strategies, such as rolling hedged storage to a more distant
futures contract until a cash sale is made, are not examined.
The analysis begins with the 1974 market year and, thus, postdates the increase in price variability during
the early 1970s (Kenyon, Jones, and McGuirk). The analysis ends with the 2017 market year. It was the
last year with complete data at the time the analysis was conducted.
Cash price is the average monthly price paid to US farmers by first handlers as reported by USDA, NASS
(US Department of Agriculture, National Agricultural Statistics Service). Storage starts in October, the
month with the lowest average cash price. Corn price averaged $2.76 in both October and November.
Soybean average price was $6.94 in October and $7.05 in November.
The Chicago July futures contract is used for the storage hedge. July is the latest, same-month futures
contract traded for both corn and soybeans in their market year. Because pricing anomalies can arise
during delivery month of a futures contract, June is the last storage month. Average settlement price of
July futures is calculated for each month from October through June using prices from Barchart.com.
Per bushel gross return to cash storage is calculated monthly as average US cash price for the end-ofstorage-period month (November through June) minus average cash price for October. Per bushel gross
return for hedged storage is calculated as change in cash price plus change in futures price, or
equivalently change in cash-futures basis, over the storage period. Net return to storage equals gross
return minus interest opportunity cost of storing instead of selling at harvest and physical storage cost at
commercial facilities to keep the crop in useable condition. Physical storage cost is usually considered to
be more for commercial than on-farm storage. Hedge storage cost includes brokerage fee plus liquidity
cost for the futures trade. Storage cost is discussed further in Data Note 2.
Findings: Average net return, expressed as a percent of the October cash price, is higher for cash
storage of soybeans than corn at all 8 storage periods (see Figure 1). In contrast, average net return is
often nearly identical for hedge storage. At the commonly-used 95% confidence level and using a paired
t-test, average percent net return to storing corn and soybeans differ statistically for only 3 of the 16
storage combinations: October-November cash and hedge storage, and October-June cash storage. Net
return is higher for soybeans in each of these 3 storage combinations.

As measured by standard deviation of net return across years, risk of net return is nearly identical for
cash storage of corn and soybeans at the same storage period (see Figure 2). Risk is lower for hedge
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storage of soybeans than corn at each storage period; however, only for October-December and OctoberFebruary hedge storage is risk lower for soybeans with 95% statistical confidence.

This study’s focus is on comparing corn vs. soybean storage, but, as expected from previous studies, risk
is less for hedge than cash storage with 95% statistical confidence except for October-January storage of
corn. Also, return net of commercial off-farm storage cost does not differ statistically from zero with 95%
confidence except for October-November hedge storage of corn, which is significantly less than zero.
Summary Observations
In general, average net return is similar for the 1974-2017 US corn and soybean storage markets. This
finding holds for cash and hedge storage. The few exceptions favor soybeans.
Net return risk is similar for cash storage of corn and soybeans. Risk is less for hedge storage of
soybeans than corn, but they usually do not differ with 95% statistical confidence.
These findings are not consistent with the concern that storing soybeans is less profitable than storing
corn in the US.
Storage of corn and soybeans has covered but not statistically exceeded commercial off-farm physical
storage cost since 1974. This finding implies on-farm storage of corn and soybeans is an investment
worth evaluating since non-storage returns can exist for on-farm storage. The latter include quicker
harvest (longer harvest days plus less travel and wait time in getting a crop stored) and a more flexible
post-harvest marketing strategy, especially the location of cash sales.
Storage decisions are made by individual storers in local markets. This analysis may not be reflective of
a given local storage market. However, as with any good or service, an aggregate storage market exists
that reflects the cumulative decisions of individual storers. If storing soybeans is consistently not as
profitable as storing corn, it should show up at the national market level as well as many local markets.
This study does not imply corn storage cannot be more profitable in a given local market, but it does imply
individual storers may want to reassess their thinking regarding soybean vs. corn storage if they think
storing soybeans is not as profitable as storing corn.
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Data Notes
1. The analysis spans 44 years. A question is thus whether the US storage market for corn and
soybeans has changed over this period. A commonly-used procedure is to split the period in half:
1974-1995 and 1996-2017. The halfway point also coincides with major policy changes enacted
in the 1996 farm bill, including elimination of annual land set aside and most public stock
programs (The National Agricultural Law Center). Although some differences exist, average net
return and net return risk generally differ little between the two subperiods for both corn and
soybeans.
2. Physical storage cost is from USDA, Commodity Credit Corporation through the 2005 market
year; thereafter, from an Ohio country elevator, cross checked with another Ohio elevator.
Opportunity storage cost is measured using the average secondary market 6 month US Treasury
bill rate for October. Six months is the Treasury bill maturity closest to the 8 month October-June
storage period. Source is the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. Brokerage fee is $50 for a
round trip buy and sell of a futures contract based on inquiries of brokers. Liquidity cost of trading
futures contracts arises since trades are not instantaneously executed. Price at which a futures
trade is executed thus usually differs from the price at which the trade is placed. Based on
Brorsen (1989) and Thompson and Waller (1987), liquidity cost is $25 per futures trade made
before February 1 and $12.50 thereafter. Liquidity cost is less after February 1 since trading
volume increases as contract maturity nears. For an in-depth discussion of storage cost, see the
J of ASFMRA article.
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